
H O W  D O E S
O N E F I L E  B U I L D
APPRENTICESHIP 
S T A N D A R D S ?



How does OneFile build 
apprenticeship standards?  

Firstly, we check the government website to ensure the standard 
has been approved for delivery.

www.gov.uk/government/collections/apprenticeship-standards 

Useful link:

List of approved standards



When both the standard and the assessment plan have been 
approved, our team can start building the standard.

Apprenticeship standards

Each standard will be clearly identified with the 
following information:

knowledge  
skills  
behaviours 
level  
duration  
entry requirements 



Example apprenticeship standard:



How will this look in OneFile? 

Knowledge, skills and behaviours will be created as 
individual units which will all be mandatory.  

Occasionally some standards will also display optional 
units which will be created separately. 

Mandatory units:

Knowledge outcomes:



Assessment plans 

Important information

As well as the standard, we also check the assessment plan to 
find the additional information and requirements the learner 
must complete to achieve their apprenticeship.  

The assessment plan contains important information about 
monitoring learner progress throughout their apprenticeship 
programme. The tools for tracking learner progress will often 
include:  

Bespoke on-programme learning qualification or a formally 
recognised Awarding Body qualification

Functional skills 

Mandatory professional qualifications 

Gateway to end-point assessment  

End-point assessment 



On-programme learning

Each plan should explain what on-programme learning should 
be carried out. In some cases, this will be the delivery of 
formal qualifications, but some assessment plans provide 
further guidance through appendices or occupational briefs. 

Occupational brief:

If there is no formally recognised qualification, the appendix 
or occupational brief will be used to deliver, track and 
monitor learner progress. These will be created as a separate 
standard in OneFile. 



Gateway to end-point 
assessment 

The assessment plans are very clear about the importance of 
the learner passing through a gateway before sitting the end- 
point assessment. In some cases, learners must complete 
specific paperwork before they can sit the end-point 
assessment.  

At OneFile, we've developed a gateway area where learners 
can record practice assessments before they take the final 
end-point assessment. 

Gateway to end-point assessment area:



End-point assessment 

When reading the assessment plan, another piece of vital 
information we need to check is how the end-point 
assessment will be completed.  

End-point assessments can be assessed using a range of 
different methods and grades. At OneFile, we take the 
information provided in the plan and create a standard to 
record the outcome of the end-point assessment. 

In this example, we would create 4 units: 

unit 1 - on-demand test 

unit 2 - practical observation  

unit 3 - professional discussion  

unit 4 - overall grade with the  

option to select 'pass' 
or 'distinction'



Apprenticeship standards 
qualification request form 

If you'd like to request a bespoke standard, click on the link 
below and fill in the online form. When we've received your 
request, a member of our in-house team will get back to you 
to discuss your requirements and start building your 
standard. 

https://ignite.onefile.co.uk/igniteforms/PC6AYwg1Xs 

https://ignite.onefile.co.uk/igniteforms/PC6AYwg1Xs


@OneFileUK

facebook.com/OneFileUK

youtube.com/OneFileUK

+44 (0) 161 638 3876

www.onefile.co.uk

info@onefile.co.uk

Learners can track their 
progress against a target. 


